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Key questions
How should a business think about the 
opportunity that deep learning offers?  

How much benefit should they expect?

What is driving performance improvements in 
deep learning?

Is it sustainable?



Should a supermarket use deep learning?  
For what?
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Demand Prediction / Inventory Ordering
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Current Chip Shortage for Cars
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Should we expect deep learning to 
outperform other techniques for 

demand prediction?



Progress on ImageNet
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2020 Survey of Advanced U.S. Computing Users
(% of Organizations, n=40)
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Goal: learn a data-generating process
𝑦 = 𝛽! + 𝛽"𝑥" + 𝛽#𝑥# +⋯+ 𝛽$𝑥$

Modelling approach:
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Experts vs. Flexible Learning

Domain Expertise approach:
(e.g., Regression)

• Small # features: use 
judgment to pick
• But…might miss important 
features

Model flexibility HighLow

Flexible approach:
(Deep Learning)

• Large # features: include 
many possibilities
• But…might take a lot of data 
and compute



Flexibility of a model determines 
how detailed it can be
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When do neural networks do well?

Source: Adapted from a figure from Andrew Ng
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Should we expect deep learning to 
outperform other techniques for 

demand prediction?

Yes.
Because many different factors 

contribute to users buying patterns.



Will the cost of deep learning be 
worth it?
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The high cost of Deep Learning
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Lost $572M in 2018

Training Cost $35M

Source: Wired; MIT News

Training Cost $4.6M



Is the question important enough 
to justify the investment?

Volume of predictions needed

Benefit per 
prediction

Less Attractive 
for Machine 

Learning
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What are the costs we need to 
account for?
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Annual cost per SKU-store combination

Total annual cost per combination = $1

Training Prediction Storage
Units used in pilot 16 hours 4 hours 95GB

Cost per unit $7.894 / hour $0.01 / GB / Month
Combinations in pilot 15000

Cost per combination $0.0084 $0.0021 $0.00076
Frequency per year 27 (biweekly) 365 (daily) 12 (monthly)

Annual cost per 
combination $0.23 $0.77 $0.0091

Training Prediction Storage
Units used in pilot 16 hours 4 hours 95GB

Cost per unit $7.894 / hour $0.01 / GB / Month
Combinations in pilot 15,000

Cost per combination $0.0084 $0.0021 $0.00076



Where do the benefits come from?
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Lost Sales Excess Inventory



What type of products are these most 
important for?

Lost Sales from Too Little 
Inventory

• Products with high profit 
margins

“Spoilage” from Excess Inventory

• Products with low profit margins
• Products that can’t be stored
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Will deep learning’s performance 
improvements continue in the 

future?



Progress on ImageNet
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Cost and pollution of training a deep learning network
(Strubell, Ganesh, McCallum 2019)
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~total lifetime 
emission of 5 cars!



Computing Power Used for 
Progress In ImageNet
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Growth in Usage of Computing Power
(OpenAI & Leiserson, Thompson et al. 2020)
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• Manually reviewed 1,017 deep learning papers 
from the arXiv pre-print repository and elsewhere 
on 5 benchmarks

• Measures of Computation:
– Computation per network pass: 

• # floating point operations or # multiply-adds

– Hardware burden:
• # processors ⋅ time ⋅ hardware speed

• ~120 papers have sufficient data to generate a 
measure
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Data



Progress in Image Classification
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The Bitter Lesson in A.I.
“Researchers seek to leverage their human knowledge 
of the domain, but the only thing that matters in 
the long run is the leveraging of computation”

-Rich Sutton, DeepMind



• Images
– Image Recognition
– Object Detection

• Text
– Question Answering
– Named Entity Recognition
–Machine Translation
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Domains Requiring Computational Increases
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• Deep learning has revolutionized machine learning
– By far the most important technique for cutting-edge users
– Embraces the ‘kitchen sink’ mentality for modeling data

• Businesses can benefit from deep learning
– But costs can be high
– Won’t be worth it for many areas

• Deep learning is becoming unsustainable
– Better performance often relies on ever-bigger models
– Demand for compute rising faster than hardware efficiency, so we are 

producing models that cost more and produce more carbon
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Summary
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